Abstract. The paper is concerned with function spaces of Sobolev type and of Besov type of variable order of differentiation. The definition and the study of these spaces is closely connected with an appropriate class of pseudodifferential operators. (m,m';d) of the hypoelliptic Symbols of slowly varying strength. In this paper we define now function spaces of Sobolev type of variable order of differentiation for the same class S (m, m'\ δ) of pseudodifferential operators, and we consider their connection with the Besov spaces of variable order of differentiation defined in [l 1]. The paper is organized s follows:
The paper deals with function spaces of variable order of differentiation on the Euclidean w-space IR n . The definition of these spaces is closely connected with an appropriate class of pseudodifferential operators. In 1965-75 several papers had been published which relate function spaces and classes of pseudodifferential operators, see for example Unterberger and Bokobza [20] , [21] , ViSik and Eskin [22] , [23] . Volevi and Kagan [24] , Unterberger [19] , Kumano-go and Tsutsumi [8] , Beals [1] . Later on, in 1981, Beals [2] considered weighted distribution spaces based on the very general Weyl calculus of pseudodifferential operators. But all the function spaces defined and studied in these papers are spaces of Sobolev type or Besselpotential type. In contrast to this, we defined in [10] and [11] function spaces of Besov type of variable order of differentiation. Their definition is based on decompositions of R" x IR% which are induced by Symbols a(x, ξ) of appropriate pseudodifferential operators belonging to a subclass S(m,m';d) of the hypoelliptic Symbols of slowly varying strength. In this paper we define now function spaces of Sobolev type of variable order of differentiation for the same class S (m, m'\ δ) of pseudodifferential operators, and we consider their connection with the Besov spaces of variable order of differentiation defined in [l 1]. The paper is organized s follows:
In the first section we recall some facts about pseudodifferential operators, the definition of the class S (m, m'; δ) of appropriate Symbols, some examples and those properties which will be needed in the sequel. In section 2 
Basic properties of pseudodifferential operators
Let p (x 9 ξ ) be a polynomially bounded complex-valued function defined on !R" χ IR%.
The pseudodifFerential operator P(x, D x ) with symbol p(x, ξ) is defined by Ρ(χ 9 ΰ χ )ΐ4(χ) = (2πΓ*ί€>**ρ(χ 9 ξ)ύ(ξ)<Ιξ for W eS(£>"),
where S(iR n ) denotes the Schwartz class and ύ(ξ) -\e~i y *>u(y)dy denotes the Fourier transform of u. A function p(x, ξ) belongs to the class S£ (-oo < m < oo, 0<<5<ρ<1,(5< l)iffor any multi-indices α, β there exists a constant c a such that and We set S ~ °° = f) m SJV It is easy to see that f| m S£ d = f| m 5Τ| 0 for any ρ and 5. The pseudodifferential operator P(x, 1> χ ) with a symbol;? 6 S^ maps S(fR n ) continuously into itself and can be extended to a continuous operator from S' (iR n ) into S' (f£ n ), the space of all tempered distributions on IR n . The mapping between/? (χ, ξ ) and P(x, D x ) is a bijection. For /? e 8£ δ we define the semi-norms by ( 
The theorem gives an estimate of each term of the sum (2) which is obtained by the composition of two pseudodifferential operators. Especially the estimate of the remainder term will often be useful. The proof is a direct consequence of the definition of semi-norms and of [7, section 2] , see also there for details. The estimates (4) and (5) can be still improved. It holds also the stronger inequalities
and This version will be useful in the proof of Theorem 3 -estimate (15). Again the constants are independent of P(x, D x ) and u. H P (R n ) denotes the usual Besselpotential spaces.
In the following we consider a subclass of the hypoelliptic Symbols of slowly varying strength. \t\>R" (9) c Proof. We define the commutator of two pseudodifferential operators by
The estimate of this term, which we get by changing the order of composition of pseudodifferential operators will be often important. Using this notation, we get by (10)
Originally the pseudodifferential operator \_A 9 
) and by (5') respectively (4') we get also the estimates of their semi-norms. With the help of (8) and (l 1) it is easy to show, that each term of the first sum in (13) belongs to S^j 1 ~δ } . Also the estimate (12) for the semi-norms follows in this way.
For the pseudodifferential operator C(x, D x )R R (x, D x ) this estimate is trivial and so the proof of the lemma is complete.
Remark. It is readily seen that the same must be true for the pseudodifferential (10) and (11) for
Lemma 2. Lei #(jc, ξ) and b(x, ξ) be elements ofS(m, m'\d). Then α(χ,ξ) is weaker than ο(χ,ξ) if and only if there exist pseudodifferential operators C(x, D x ) e S^ and R(x, D x ) e S ~ °°
we get (15) and in complete analogy to the proof of Lemma l it follows by Theorem l and (11), (8) and (14) that C(x,D x ) belongs to S?.,.
Conversely, Theorem l applied to (15) shows that
We choose N sufficiently large and then in view of (8) and (9) it is not hard to show that \a(x 9 ξ)δ~ι(χ, ξ)\ < c < oo holds for xe R n x and £elR\ with \ξ\ > R.
Sobolev spaces of variable order of differentiation
We are now ready to define Sobolev spaces of variable order of differentiation and to prove some basic properties for these spaces. Proof.
Step L It is easy to see that \\u\ W^a\\ are norms. It should be remarked only that the second term in (16) is necessary to guarantee the equivalence of \\u\ W p * a (IR n )\\ = 0 and u = 0. And it is also helpful to prove the completeness of the spaces.
Step 2. Before we can prove the density ofS(fR n ), we need some preparations. Let us take a function χ e C 0°° (IR n ) such that 0 < χ(χ) < l, χ(χ) = l if |x| < l, χ(χ) = 0 if \x\ >2 and set Then for the pseudodifferential operator C E (x, D x ) with this symbol and any function u e L p (R n ) it holds C E (x, D x )ue S(R n ) and
Furthermore it is easily seen that
and
Moreover we get the useful relation
We use again the notation [ · , · ] (x, D x ) for the commutator of two pseudodifferential operators. Then we get in analogy to the proofof Lemma l by Theorem l and (l 7) for the symbols of the following pseudodifferential operators the semi-norm estimates (20) for any pair (l, k) and any ε > 0 where the constants c lk , c' lk and c' lk are independent of ε.
Step 3. Here we used (18) and (19) . Now by Theorem 2 and the semi-norm estimates (20) we get
From ue W Pa (IR") we obtain ueL p (IR") and A'faDJueLyW). Hence by the properties of the pseudodifferential operator C e (x,D x ) for ε^Ο it follows the convergence ||M e -M|H^'"|| -»0 if ε ; 0. This proves the density of S(IR") in
The next theorem contains in its general formulation both a result about Fourier multipliers and a result about pointwise multipliers for the spaces W P '"(IR"). 
Theorem 4. Lei C(x,
D x ) e S? t and δ < l . Thenfor all p with l < p < oo and allA'(x, D x ) C(x, D x ) = Cj(x, D x )AJ(x, D x ) + Rj(x, D x ) with Cj(x, Ac) = C(x, D x ) +j · D(x, D x ) , ΑΑ β χ)= Σ A^k(x,D x )(C(x,D x ) + k'D(x,D x ))R L (x,D x )A k (x 9 D x ) 9 fc =
Corollary 3. Lei α(χ,ξ) belongs to S(m, m f ; δ). Then <£> m ' "· weaker than a(x, ξ) and α(χ,ξ) is weaker than

Besov spaces of variable order of differentiation
In [10] and [11] we defined and considered Besov spaces of variable order of differentiation. Here at first we give the definition of these spaces and collect those results which are needed in the sequel. Doing this we follow essentially [11] . Afterwards we describe the connection of these spaces with the spaces of Sobolev type which were considered in the previous section. Here the main goal will be the characterization of the spaces B / is a constant which is fixed in such a way that | ξ \ < R a always implies |fl(x,i)l<2 J+1 .
It is easy to see that for every fixed χ e R" we get a decomposition of the ^|. But in contrast with the classical dyadic resolution of the IR%, connected with the symbol | ξ \ 2 of the Laplacian, which is used in the definition of the usual Besov spaces B^q(R n ), in general these decompositions may be different of each other in different fixed points x. Definition 5. Let l < p < oo, 0 < q < oo, -oo < s < oo and {q>j ( 
\ (ii) For s >0 and κ < sm', ρ > sm, respectively s < 0 and κ < sm, ρ > sm' , we have
The proof of the theorem may be found in [11, Theorems 3 and 5] . In the sequel we shall not distinguish between equivalent quasi-norms. In this sense we shall write IM-B£;|| instead of ||w|^;J|| {^} . In [11, Theorems 4 and 6] we also proved, that equivalent symbols a(x, ξ ) and b(x, ξ) define the same spaces and that by means of pseudodifferential operators B(x, D x ) whose symbols are equivalent to a(x, ξ) can be described equivalent quasi-norms in B p <°q(IR n ). Using the method of retraction and coretraction we proved in [12] Interpolation results concerning the real Interpolation method by J. L. Lions and J. Peetre and the complex Interpolation method by J. L. Lions, A. R Calderon and S. G. Krejn for the Besov spaces of variable order of differentiation with the parameters l < p < oo, l < q < oo and -oo < s < oo. It is well-known that the real method can be extended immediately to quasi-Banach spaces and that the method of retraction and coretraction works also in this case -see [17, 2.2.10] . In this sense we get the following. We are now ready to prove the main result of this section. Step 1. At first we prove the embeddings
Theorem 7. Lei α(χ,ξ) and b(x^) be two equivalent Symbols belonging to S (m, m'; δ)
Theorem 8. Lei a(x, £)ES(m,m'\d), -oo <
Lei This proves the first embedding in (24) . On the other hand it follows by Theorem 2 and property (iii) of the System <ĵ j
But this proves the second embedding.
Step 2. Repeated use of Corollary 5 shows that for j = l, 2, . . . if l < p < oo and j is an arbitrary natural number.
Step 3. Let l < p < oo andy be a natural number. Then the function spaces B p ;"(IR n ) and B(R*\ Β*(Κ*) and Β(Κ η ) and also L(0? n ) and Λ (^;) are Interpolation couples. Therefore from (24) and (25) respectively Theorem 8 we obtain for all parameters 0 < q < oo and 0 < θ < l the embeddings *pW) = «ί («?"), *#(»"))*, c, (£,,(«?"), W* e (*?·%., and this proves the theorem.
The next theorem is a simple consequence of this result and of Theorem 5.
Theorem 10. Lei a(x, ξ) andb(x, ξ) be elements ofS(m, m'; ) and a(x, ξ) be weaker than b(x, ξ). Then it holds for all parameters l<p<ao,0<q<oo and s > 0
Corollary 6. Lei a(x, ξ) E S (m, m'; δ). Then we havefor all admissible parameters p, q and s > 0
This result concerning the usual Besov spaces completes the embeddings, given in the second part of Theorem 6. Its counterpart in the case s < 0 will be given in Corollary 8. In the limit case s = 0, the question whether Bp£(IR n ) coincides with the usual Besov space B£ q (/R n ) or not is still open.
Generalized Sobolev spaces of variable order of differentiation
At the end of this section we describe the dual spaces of W£ a (R n ) and B p * t *(R n ). For that purpose it is necessary to extend the definition of Sobolev spaces W$ a (fR n ) also to negative integersy*. This is done by use of the parametrix Q(x 9 D x ) instead of the pseudodifferential operator A (x, D x ) and we get for these spaces similar results s in section 2. A (x, D x ) . Moreover let l < p < oo J = l , 2, . . . be a natural number and κ < -jm be an arbitrary fixed real number. Then Proof.
Definition 6. Let α(χ,ξ)£ S (m, m'; δ) and Q(x, D x ) be an arbitrary fixed parametrix belonging to
Step 7. It is easy to see that by (26) norms will be defined. Again the second term is necessary to guarantee the equivalence of u = 0 and that the norm of u equals zero. And it is also helpful to prove the completeness of the space.
Step 2. Step 3. Let u be an element of W~j' a (iR n ). We put Then obviously U B belongs to S(iR n ). In view of (27) it is now easy to demonstrate, similar s in step 3 of the proof of Theorem 3, the convergence of U E to u in the norm of W~j> a (fR n ) if ε ι 0. This completes the proof. Proof. On analogy of the proof of Theorem 4 it is a straight-forward verification and will be omitted. 
Theorem 13. Lei a(x, ξ) andb(x, ξ) be elements ofS(m,m'\6) anda(x, ξ) be weaker than b(x 9 ξ). Thenfor all p, l < p < oo, and all natural numbersj it holds
Proof. Let Q a (x, D x ) be a parametrix for A (x, D x ) respectively Q b (x, D x ) a
Corollary 7. Let α(χ,ξ) be an element of S (m, m'; δ). Thenfor l < p < oo and all natural numbers j it holds
We generalize Theorem 9. For that purpose we set W% t (R n ) = L p (fR n ). In view of Definitions 3 and 6 this is natural. Step L On analogy of step 2 in this proof we can show that for j -l, 2, 3, . . . and arbitrary fixed κ < -jm is an equivalent quasi-norm in B~q' a (R n ). Because of (24) this leads now to the embedding
if K p < oo and 7 = l, 2, 3, . . . also for the spaces W~^a(IR n \
Step 2. Using theorem 8 and (30), (24) or (25) If l < p < oo then p' is determined in the usual way by p' = p/(p -1). As well if l < q < oo, then q f = qj(q -1), but in the case 0 < q < l we put q' = oo.
Theorem 17.
(i) Lei l < p < oo and k be an integer. Then
(ii) Lei l<p<oo,Q<q<ao and -oo<s<oo. Then
Proof. At first we consider the spaces of Sobolev type. Let l < p < 00,7 be a natural number and < -jm be arbitrary fixed.
Step /. We prove in this step that Consequently/belongs to (W£ a (IR n ))'. The second part of (31) can be proved in the same way.
Step 2. We prove now the reverse embeddings. Here IL P (R n and prove the reverse embedding of the first part of (31).
Step 3. To prove the reverse embedding also for the space(W~j ta (IR n )y, we have only to modify the mapping T by Then the proof can be given on complete analogy of the previous Step. This proves the first part of the theorem.
Step 4. Using Interpolation results -see [4, sect. 3.7.] or [16, sect. 1.11] -we prove (ii). Let & 0 < s < k^ 0 < θ < l and s = (l -0)£ 0 -h fcj.
In the case 0 < q < \ by reason of Remark 3 in [16, 1. 
